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Mobile Device Management
Done Smart and Simple
Show a Healthy Business Record with Apple and Cisco

Mobile devices have certainly improved healthcare delivery. Yet
IT needs an easy way to keep up with device configurations, app
updates, and security protocols.
Enter Cisco® Meraki® Systems Manager software. It’s ideal
in healthcare due to its capabilities for simple and centralized
provisioning, monitoring to locate and track devices, and security
to support compliance requirements like HIPAA.

* Systems Manager helps with the broader compliance effort your organization must undertake.
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And Systems Manager is already integrated with Cisco
networks, ensuring robust security and making it the best choice
for mobile device management (MDM)—especially since Apple and
Cisco are redefining business mobility with exclusive capabilities
for iOS devices running on Cisco networks.

HIPAA Compliant*
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Cisco Meraki Systems Manager Leads To:
Simplification

Better Patient Experiences

• Easy-to-use, intuitive cloud dashboard
• Seamless user enrollment
• Automated policy deployments
• Rapid push of apps and custom alerts

• Determine valid device use
and compliance risks.
• Configure device settings to
meet HIPAA requirements.

• Remote troubleshooting

• Define distinct security and access
policies for different users, such as
doctors, nurses, and IT staff.

Robust Security

• Locate and track mobile devices and
laptops for safeguarding and compliance.

• Mandate “safe” device configuration.
• Encrypt patient data locally on iOS and OS X.
• Manage access to specific apps—to view
electronic medical records, for example.

Get Started

• Enable secure access of patient
health information on mobile devices
for faster, informed decisions.
• Support caregiver mobility.
• Offer new patient engagement models,
such as self-service kiosks.
• Improve critical medical device
use through location data.

• Remotely erase some or all content from
previously used or missing devices.

today by visiting www.cisco.com/go/meraki.

8M+ Active Devices Managed
by Cisco Meraki Systems Manager
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